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Category:        Aging  
Over 90 and Loving It                                                         

OVER 90 AND LOVING IT profiles an inspirational group of people in 

their 90s and 100s who continue to lead full and passionate lives. The 

documentary introduces a wide range of engaging characters - from a 

legendary folk singer to a senior Olympian to a New York City taxi-cab 

driver. Each interviewee offers pearls of wisdom about achieving and 

sustaining a happy life, regardless of age. They discuss the benefits 

of keeping physically active; maintaining a positive attitude; 

embracing maturity; staying curious about the future but engaged in the 

present; making a difference in the lives of others; and, ultimately, 

learning to gracefully accept death as an inevitable part of life. 

Airdate 4/1/2011 

 

Category:   American History/Biography 
 

John Wooden: Values, Victory and Peace of Mind  

Values, Victory and Peace of Mind presents the greatest coach of the 

20th Century - John Wooden - teaching his powerful values-based 

philosophy of how to achieve competitive greatness in sports, business 

and life.  John Wooden's UCLA basketball dynasty won an incredible ten 

national championships, seven of them in consecutive years producing 

perfect season after perfect season.  Yet for John Robert Wooden, 

winning was never his standard for success.  How you win or lose is the 

ultimate test.  The Pyramid of Success contains his formula for 

achieving this highest victory,for winning the Wooden way. Talent: John 

Wooden, Bill Walton (NBA Hall of Fame player), Steve Jamison (KOCE) and 

Ed Arnold (well known LA sportscaster) 

Airdate 4/6/2011 

 

Mark Twain   

In episode two, Burns explores the other side of the writer - an 

American icon who, through tragedy and bad financial decisions, falls 

hard with failure. In contrast to the wildly successful Twain, Clemens 

is an inept businessman who squanders his fortunes on pipe dream 

patents and bad investments. Clemens turns to the lecture circuit and 

tours extensively,leaving behind his beloved Hartford home and, often, 

his family, to pay off 

his creditors. 

 Airdate 4/17/2011          

 

 

Category:        Arts 

 
Hecho A Mano: Creativity In Exile         

Hecho a Mano interweaves the stories of pianist Francisco ?Paquito? 

Hechavarría, sculptor Tony López and ceramic artists Nelson and Ronald 

Currás, 70-year-old twins, from their beginnings in Cuba to their early 

experiences in exile to today, exploring their dedication to their 

craft and their ability to create under often challenging 



circumstances.Utilizing renowned painter Chuck Close?s pronouncement on 

the nature of creativity as a point of departure, the film will 

chronicle the daily (but nevertheless heroic) act of ? showing up and 

getting to work,? of making something out of nothing. Combining 

original interviews with footage of its four subjects in their 

respective elements?Hechavarría at the piano, López lovingly molding 

clay with his hands, the Currás brothers? Painstaking painting of 

individual tiles? Hecho a Mano is a documentary about life,exile, and 

the joy of working with your hands. 

Airdate 4/13/2011 

 

 

Broadway Profiles: Men of Broadway   

BROADWAY PROFILES offers viewers the best seat in the house to the 

heart and soul of America's premier entertainment venue. Exhilarating 

performances and insightful behind the scenes interviews provide unique 

access to the stars that light up the stage. It is the "best of the 

best" that Broadway has to offer. "Men of Broadway" highlights five of 

the top leading men of the theater, the roles that made them who they 

are, and the exciting new productions that they are currently or 

recently been a part of. Featured performers are Alfred Molina, 

Cheyenne Jackson, Ben Vereen, Tom Wopat and Sergio Trujillo. 

Airdate 4/16/2011 

 

 

Category:        Business/Industry 

 
Four Days at Dragon*Con   

Every Labor Day weekend, tens of thousands descend upon Atlanta for the 

largest convention of pop-culture fandom in the Southeast. From science 

fiction celebrities and their obsessive fans to colorfully costumed 

characters engaged in mock combat, FOUR DAYS AT DRAGON*CON explores the 

"Woodstock for nerds" known as Dragon*Con. What draws these 35,000 

people together? Dragon*Con's inclusive multi-genre, multi-platform 

approach - combining science fiction, fantasy literature, role-playing, 

science,history, video games and more -gives attendees the opportunity 

to meet like-minded individuals. Others, especially the costume 

designers and creators,seem to gravitate most to the element of 

escapism. Featuring interviews with fans, staff, performers, artists, 

and would-be superheroes, the documentary examines the sense of 

community and acceptance that forms among this often ridiculed and 

marginalized subculture. FOUR DAYS AT DRAGON*CON captures the heart and 

soul of this quirky and fascinating annual event with footage of the 

Dragon*Con parade and a stirring climax centered around an ambitious 

attempt to break the world record for dancing to Michael Jackson's 

"Thriller." 

Airdate 4/17/2011 

 

Typeface   

The Emmy-nominated documentary TYPEFACE explores the twilight - and re- 

emergence - of one analog craft in a digital age. One weekend a month, 

the Hamilton Wood Type Museum in rural Two Rivers, Wisconsin comes to 

life as artisans from across the Midwest descend on the sleepy enclave 

to teach and attend printmaking workshops. At Hamilton, international 

artisans meet retired craftsmen and together navigate the convergence 

of modern design and traditional technique. However, the museum's days 



appear numbered as it struggles to re-invent itself amid tell-tale 

signs of economic decay. Does the future of the industry lie in the 

past? What responsibility do artists and historians bear in preserving 

a dying craft? How can rural towns survive in a shifting industrial 

marketplace where big-box retailers reign? TYPEFACE contemplates these 

questions and more as it explores the fascinating junction of the 

historical and contemporary, the urban and the rural. 

Airdate 4/18/2011 

 

 

Category:        Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement 
On The Line     

On the Line documents a Latina journalist as she patrols the U-S 

Mexican border with the Minutemen Civil Defense Corps, the 

controversial self-described neighborhood watch group whose mission is 

to secure the United States Border. Carolyn Brown struggles with her 

own identity as she examines the troubled history of immigration in the 

United States, and spends time getting to know the Minutemen in the 

desert of Arizona. The daughter of an immigrant, Brown finds her place 

among the Minutemen, and eventually is forced to look at her own 

ethnicity, her family history and where she fits within American 

Society. "This film is about how we identify ourselves, who we are as 

Americans, and who we want to be," says Brown of On the Line. 

Airdate 4/13/2011 

 

Category:        Culture 
Hollywood Cares: Project Haiti     

Two South Florida congregations?a Reform Jewish temple and a 

Presbyterian Church?have joined forces to sponsor an orphanage in Port-

au-Prince, Haiti,providing funding, medical care and infrastructure for 

the children, while giving congregants a veritable workshop for 

experiencing up close the value of helping others 

Airdate 4/1/2011 

 

Vajra Sky Over Tibet   

JOURNEY INTO BUDDHISM: VAJRA SKY OVER TIBET offers a cinematic 

pilgrimage to central Tibet, bearing witness to the indomitable faith 

of its endangered Buddhist community and the imminent threats to its 

survival. Traveling through breathtaking Himalayan terrain, JOURNEY 

INTO BUDDHISM:VAJRA SKY OVER TIBET visits temples, monasteries and 

festivals throughout the region, including sacred shrines, the bustling 

Jokhang Temple and the empty Potala Palace, home of the Dalai Lama. The 

lyrical film captures the traditions of this vanishing civilization and 

explores the universal ideals of wisdom, compassion, and inner peace at 

the heart of this ancient Buddhist culture. 

Airdate 5/1/2011 

 

Category:        Economy  
Capitol Update 201120   

House and Senate committees pass their respective spending plans in an 

effort to fill the state's nearly $4 billion budget deficit.A plan to 

put a hold on new contracts under Florida's prepaid college program is 

scrapped for now.A look back at some of the issues and events that took 

place duringthe fourth week of this legislative session 

Airdate 4/1/2011 

 



Category:        Education 
When Learning Comes Naturally   

WHEN LEARNING COMES NATURALLY documents innovative outdoor-education 

programs around the country created to help children understand and 

experience the wonders and joys of nature. The film explores the 

immediate and lasting benefits of introducing young children to "green" 

experiences. Natural spaces - in the form of gardens, small trails and 

outdoor "green adventure" areas - allow for the discoveries and choices 

vital to child development and learning. In addition, outdoor education 

can cultivate in children a permanent connection with the natural world 

- a crucial ethic of environmental responsibility. 

Airdate 4/12/2011   

 

Category:        Energy 
Nova 3809HS 

Power Surge   

Can emerging technology defeat global warming? The United States has 

invested tens of billions of dollars in clean energy projects as our 

leaders try to save our crumbling economy and our poisoned planet in 

one bold, green stroke. Are we finally on the brink of a green-energy 

POWER SURGE, or is it all a case of too little, too late? From solar 

panel factories in China to a carbon capture and storage facility in 

the Sahara desert to massive wind and solar installations in the United 

States, NOVA travels the globe to reveal the surprising technologies 

that just might turn back the clock on climate change. NOVA will focus 

on the latest and greatest innovations, including everything from 

artificial trees to green reboots of familiar technologies like coal 

and nuclear energy. Can our technology, which helped create this 

problem, now solve it? 

Airdate 5/13/2011    

 

Category:        Environment/Nature/Geography  
 

 

 

Lords of Nature: Life in a Land of Great Predators 

Birds, butterflies, beaver and antelope, wildflowers and frogs -could 

their survival possibly be connected to top predators like the wolf and 

cougar? Narrated by Peter Coyote, this documentary goes behind the 

scenes with leading scientists to explore the role top predators play 

in restoring and maintaining ecosystems and biodiversity. Wolves and 

cougars, once driven to the edge of existence, are finding their way 

back -- from the Yellowstone plateau to the canyons of Zion, from the 

farm country of northern Minnesota to the rugged open range of the 

West. LORDS OF NATURE:Life in a Land of Great Predators tells the story 

of science now discovering the great carnivores as revitalizing forces 

of nature, and a society now learning tolerance for the beasts they had 

once banished. 

Airdate 4/19/2011 

 

Shades of Green       

Shades of Green, a documentary film offering insight into the 

complexities and interconnectedness of humankind?s impact on the 

environment, and how South Florida initiatives can make a difference 

and serve as a model to solve these problems. 



Airdate 4/20/2011 

 

Olmsted and America's Urban Parks     

One-hundred and fifty-one years after Frederick Law Olmsted (1822-1903) 

designed New York City's Central Park with Calvert Vaux, it remains an 

undisputed haven of tranquility amid one of the largest, tallest and 

most unnatural places in the world. OLMSTED AND AMERICA'S URBAN PARKS, 

narrated by actress Kerry Washington, examines the visionary urban 

planner and landscape architect's impact on the development of 

America's first great city parks in the late 19th century. With 

incredible foresight, Olmsted brought nourishing green spaces to New 

York, Boston, Chicago, San Francisco,Atlanta, Louisville and dozens of 

other U.S. cities. Throughout his working life, Olmsted and his firm 

carried out more than 500 commissions, including nearly 100 public 

parks. He believed parks should serve as vital democratic spaces, where 

citizens from all walks of life could converge and feel restored. Prior 

to officially committing to landscape architecture, Olmsted worked as a 

New York Times correspondent to the Confederate states, the manager of 

a California gold mine and General Secretary of the United States 

Sanitary Commission during the Civil War. Olmsted, a workaholic by 

today's standards, devoted the latter half of his life to creating 

green spaces for overworked city dwellers. Told in large part through 

Olmsted's own words (voiced by Oscar winning actor Kevin Kline), this 

film weaves together his poignant personal story and pioneering vision 

with contemporary footage of the lasting masterpieces he left behind. 

Airdate 4/20/2011 

 

 

Changing Seas 202  

Sentinels of the Seas   

Bottlenose dolphins are a beloved Florida icon. But, recent studies 

show disturbing signs of immune system dysfunction and disease plaguing 

this charismatic mammal. These problems might be linked to legacy 

contaminants and other pollutants which bio-accumulate up the ocean 

food chain. Changing Seas meets with experts for an in-depth look at 

the health status of Florida's wild bottlenose dolphins. 

Airdate 4/30/2011 

 

Where Do The Children Play?    

WHERE DO THE CHILDREN PLAY? examines the dramatic disappearance of play 

and nature from the daily lives of children. The film explores the 

impact of isolating environmental factors like sprawl, congestion and 

endless suburban development on children's mental and physical health 

and their development. Told largely through the voices of children, 

WHERE DO THE CHILDREN PLAY? also combines research of urban planners, 

health experts,educators and environmentalists to explain the realities 

children face living in three distinct environments: urban centers, 

suburbs and rural areas. 

Airdate 5/4/2011 

                          

 

 

 

 

 



Category:        Family/Marriage 

 

 
Autistic-Like: Graham's Story  

AUTISTIC-LIKE: GRAHAM'S STORY is an intimate family portrait following 

one dad's determined search to find the right treatments, the right 

doctors,even the right words to describe his "autistic-like" son. A 

startling,award-winning report from the edge of the autism epidemic, 

AUTISTIC-LIKE illuminates the medical, social and public health issues 

faced by families whose "autistic-like" children have no clear 

diagnosis, and are offered no specific treatment. A finalist for the 

2009 FREDDIE Award for Outstanding Medical and Health Reporting, 

AUTISTIC-LIKE has screened at nine US film festivals, and at special 

needs conferences and universities on all five continents. The film 

interweaves the family's story with interviews and insights from 

leading child development/Autism Spectrum Disorder experts Dr. 

Stanley Greenspan and Dr. Ricki Robinson. "This film is a gem. A 

brilliant reminder that by watching closely and looking for what works, 

parents can find the right help for their child." Carol Stock 

Kranowitz, Author, The Out-of-Synch-Child. 

Airdate 4/14/2011 

 

Autism: We Thought You'd Never Ask  T  

Six adults with autism talk about their thoughts and feelings in ways 

that are revealing, touching and surprising. Learn what it feels like 

to live in their bodies and inhabit their lives. Their powerful words 

illustrate why they are the truest 'autism experts' we have. 

Airdate 4/14/2011 

 

Bonecrusher   

In the foothills of the Appalachian Mountains, a young coal miner named 

Lucas Chaffin toils one mile underground. Despite the harsh working 

conditions, Lucas takes fierce pride in the fact that he's carrying on 

a family tradition. As a fourth-generation miner, working inside the 

earth is more than just a job to Lucas. He believes it's his duty; a 

responsibility symbolized by the old coal hammer that he uses. It is 

the same hammer that was used for 26 years by the man he loves more 

than anything: his father,Luther Chaffin. Luther-nicknamed 

"Bonecrusher" - was once a strong, handsome man. But now, at 61, he's 

withered and sick; coal dust has ravaged his lungs. As life slips away, 

his greatest concern isn't for himself; it's for Lucas's safety. 

Bonecrusher is an intimate account of the love between a father and son 

and the powerful bond they share, a bond that is put to the test. It is 

also a stark journey to the coal fields of Dante, Virginia where a 

tight-knit community of miners face life with a toughness and 

camaraderie as enduring as the earth itself. 

 

Anyone and Everyone     

ANYONE AND EVERYONE tells the stories of families from Utah to North 

Carolina and Wyoming to New York, all connected by a common thread -a 

gay child. This poignant and often heartbreaking documentary by first-

time filmmaker Susan Polis Schutz (also the parent of a gay son) 

depicts families representing a wide range of religions, nationalities 

and political leanings. During the film, parents of homosexual teens 

and young adults eloquently recall their initial reactions to their 

child's coming-out and their sometimes difficult journeys to 



acceptance. Some showed unconditional support; others struggled with 

their child's sexual orientation, either fearing alienation from their 

extended family, their church or community or failing to understand the 

universal nature of homosexuality. 

Airdate 5/18/2011 

 

Category:        Health/Health Care 
 

Losing Lambert: A Journey Through Survival & Hope 

Kathy O'Hern Fowler, who lost her 16-year-old son to suicide in 1995, 

spent years struggling with the loss and grief. However, the life-

altering experience led her to advocate for other parents who 

tragically find themselves in the same position. The touching and 

insightful LOSING LAMBERT:A JOURNEY THROUGH SURVIVAL & HOPE explores 

the heart-rending questions left in the wake of suicide, interviews 

parents struggling to cope with the pain and stigma, and offers hope 

for the future of suicide prevention. At a survivors meeting, parents 

speak candidly about the loss of their children - their darkest hours - 

in an effort to raise awareness about teen suicide and to help others 

find compassion and support. The documentary also focuses on the 

promising medical research being conducted at the University of 

Pittsburgh Medical Center in conjunction with Carnegie Mellon 

University. Their preliminary findings show impulse-control problems in 

the brains of suicidal teens, an impressive discovery researchers hope 

may someday lead to better identification and treatment for at-risk 

teenagers. 

Airdate 5/18/2011 

 

Category:        Minorities/Civil Rights 

 
TEMAS DE MUJER                                

Talk show dedicated to highlighting theparticipation of the Hispanic 

woman in the professional world and what she thinks about current 

local, national and international issues. Hosted by Ana Rosa 

Gimal 

 

ANTE USTED                                 

Talk show dedicated to the discussion of issues related to criminal    

justice, consumer protection, drug abuse and other issues related to 

the judicial system. Hosted by Malielena Paez. 

 

COLOMBIA AL DIA                                 

A culture and news oriented weekly report from Colombia. Hosted by 

Gabriel Ortiz. 

 

CUBA Y SU HISTORIA                                

Talk show dealing with historical issues and the current political 

and socio-cultural situations in Cuba. Hosted by Jose Antonio 

Albertini. 

   

OPINIONES                                 

Interview program addressing political, economic and national issues 

on an international scale. Hosted by Pedro Corzo. 

 

ENTERESE                                 



Talk show dedicated to deal with the mystical, paranormal, scientific, 

medical and related topics. Hosted by Jesus Angulo. 

 

FORO 17                               

Interview program dealing with economic, political and social issues 

in our community. Hosted by Luis G. Diaz. 

 
 

 

Category:        Religion/Ethics 
Hollywood Cares: Project Haiti     

Two South Florida congregations?a Reform Jewish temple and a 

Presbyterian Church?have joined forces to sponsor an orphanage in Port-

au-Prince, Haiti,providing funding, medical care and infrastructure for 

the children, while giving congregants a veritable workshop for 

experiencing up close the value of helping others 

Airdate 4/1/2011 

 

Mysteries of the Jesus Prayer    

MYSTERIES OF THE JESUS PRAYER focuses on the ancient and obscure 

Christian prayer first recited by the Apostles more than 2,000 years 

ago in the Egyptian desert. Originally passed down verbally from one 

generation to the next, monks eventually transcribed the sacred words 

into instruction manuals originally intended only for those dedicated 

to a life of isolation. During the film, the Very Rev. Dr. John 

McGuckin and Dr. Norris J. Chumley travel to the caves, monasteries and 

convents where the faithful still chant this ancient meditation. 

Airdate 4/13/2011 

 

 

God Willing    

GOD WILLING is a new documentary feature directed by Evangeline Griego. 

The film examines the modern-day phenomenon of religious "intentional 

communities," or as they are often called, "cults." It takes as its 

focus "The Church," also known as "The Brotherhood," the 35-year-old 

ministry of shadowy messianic figure Jim Roberts. Since 1971, this 

secretive organization has recruited (hundreds) of adherents who live 

together in austere, separatist, communal groups, preaching salvation 

and damnation, and turning their backs on the outside world except when 

proselytizing for new members. They observe strict ascetic values and 

rigid standards of dress, presentation and gendered behavior, and live 

off of discarded food and other refuse. And they mutually reinforce the 

belief systems that brought them into the fold, including a focus on 

the narrow path to salvation, and obedience to the will of spiritual 

leader Roberts. 

Airdate 4/26/2011 

 

 

 

 

Our Summer In Tehran  

OUR SUMMER IN TEHRAN follows filmmaker and long-time Globe Trekker host 

Justine Shapiro, a Jewish-American, and her six-year-old son to Iran. 

Over the course of three months, Justine and Mateo share daily life in 

Tehran with three very different middle-class families in their homes, 

at their jobs, in playgrounds and in cafes. They take part in the 



ordinary acts,like shopping at the bazaar or enjoying a picnic in the 

park, and also find themselves caught up in the all-too-common power 

play that exists among the various ministries in Iran. Part poetry, 

part travelogue, part family drama,OUR SUMMER IN TEHRAN takes viewers 

beyond the heated headlines and into this fascinating and yet 

strikingly familiar land. 

Airdate 5/5/2011 

 

 

Category:        Science/Technology 

 
Nova  3708H   

Hunting The Edge of Space -  

In this miniseries, NOVA examines how a simple instrument, the 

telescope,has fundamentally changed our understanding of our place in 

the universe. What began as a curiosity -- two spectacle lenses held a 

foot apart --ultimately revolutionized human thought across science, 

philosophy and religion. The series takes viewers on a global adventure 

of discovery,dramatizing the innovations in technology and the 

achievements in science that have marked the history of the telescope. 

This tale of human ingenuity involves some of the most colorful figures 

of the scientific world --Galileo, Kepler, Newton, William Herschel, 

George Hale and Edwin Hubble --leading up to today's colossal 

telescopes, housed in space-age cathedrals or orbiting high above the 

Earth. Now at the center of an international space race, a new 

generation of ever-larger telescopes is poised to reveal answers to 

longstanding questions about our universe and, in turn, to raise 

new questions. 

Airdate 4/15/2011 

 

Category:        War/Veterans/National Security 
Lest We Forget - A Survivor's Story      

LEST WE FORGET - A SURVIVOR'S STORY traces the life of World War II 

veteran Gustav Potthoff, from his birth in Indonesia to his 

imprisonment in the Japanese slave labor camp responsible for building 

the infamous bridge over the River Kwai. Potthoff survived the brutal 

heat, lack of food and vicious captors but remained haunted by his 

nightmarish four-year captivity in Thailand. Decades later, he began 

painting visceral yet spiritual scenes of POW camp life - the guards, 

beatings, jungle, escape attempts and those left behind. During the 

film, Potthoff, his family and friends, museum curators and an art 

collector each convey the historical and cultural value of Potthoff's 

work. 

Airdate 5/29/2011 

 


